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He did not expect Xuri to come so soon. Saachi had just arrived, and here 
was Xuri, almost right on her tail. 

Moreover, Xuri brought the powerhouses of the Yhala Sect and Daemonium 
Sect with her. She was not afraid of the Verde Academy at all. 

In the Apex Main Hall of the Verde Academy, several heads of the houses 
gathered. There were also a few elders and thousands of powerhouses. 

“Who’s Salinese?” Lothar, who was in the main seat, asked. 

The living beings in the main hall shook their heads. None of them knew who 
Salinese was. 

At once, Lothar glanced at the powerhouses in the main hall and asked, “I’ll 
give you three days to search the disciples in your sect. Find out if there’s 
someone named Salinese. 

Check if any disciples brought outsiders into the academy.” 

“Yes, Sir.” 

After receiving the order, the powerhouses of the academy left. 

James and Wael also left the main hall. 

They returned to the apex of the Tempris House. 

When they arrived at the apex, Saachi appeared. 

Her face was still pale. Looking at James and Wael, who appeared worried, 
she said, “Xuri has come for me. I don’t want to trouble the Verde Academy 
and the Tempris House. 

I will leave now. I have enough strength to make it out alive.” 

Upon hearing that, James looked at her and said, “No need to rush.” 



In between words, he turned to look at Wael. He begged, “Sir Wael, please 
think of something. Saachi and I share a deep connection.” 

James no longer wanted to see Saachi get hunted down. 

“What do you want me to do?” Wael felt helpless as he said,” That’s Yhala. 
She’s been a powerhouse since countless epochs ago. Besides, she brought 
so many powerhouses with her. I can’t stop her at all unless we can ask the 
other houses to ally with us. If we all attack them, we can defeat them.” 

Wael was confident in the ability of the Five Houses of the Verde Academy. 

Nonetheless, it would be impossible for the five houses to work together 
because the Tempris House was the one hiding Saachi. 

The other houses had always despised Wael, so why would they help him? 

Besides, the other houses would not risk their lives against Xuri for a human 
with an unknown background. 

“Sir Wael, You must have something.” Tugging on Wael’s 

arm, James begged, “Please help me this time.” 

“Let me think.” 

Wael waved his hand. 

Then, he sat in a chair and fell into deep contemplation. 

Meanwhile, James went to Saachi and whispered, “Don’t worry. Wael is a kind 
person. He will help you.” 

Saachi nodded. 

She had nowhere to go. Upon facing the pursuit of Xuri, the Daemonium Sect, 
and the Yhala Sect, she was powerless. If she had any other choice, she 
would not have troubled James. 

She had to live. 

Only by surviving could she have the chance to return to the Aeternus District. 



James and Saachi stood to the side as they waited for Wael. 

After a while, Wael glanced at Saachi and said, “I have an idea.” 

His words elated her. 

James said, ‘What is it? Hurry up and tell us.” 

Wael looked at Saachi and said, “Although I don’t know what kind of 
relationship you share with Yhala, I can sense that the two of you exude the 
same aura.” 

“That’s Xuri, not Yhala,” corrected James. 

“Who cares?” 

Wael waved it off. He was not concerned about the little details. 
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way is to eliminate the Demonic Energy in your body. 

That way, Xuri won’t be able to sense your aura. 

We have to eliminate Xuri’s proof and force the five houses to fight against 
her. 

“Also, transfer your Demonic Energy from your body to mine. 

Then, I’ll leave.” Wael took a deep breath and said, “I’ve long wanted to go out 
for cultivation. 

I can use this chance to leave.” Turning to James, Wael continued, “After I 
help you, let her stay in the Tempris House. 

Grow the Tempris House together. 

I hope to see a prosperous Tempris House when I return.” “No.” Saachi 
immediately refused. 

She had put in so much effort to get that power, even risking her life to obtain 
it. 



It was her hope for revenge. 

How could she let it go so easily? James saw through her thoughts. 

He advised, “Hey, there will only be hope if you remain alive. 

Don’t be silly. 

Don’t you know who Xuri is? Don’t you know how many powerhouses are 
under her? This is your only chance. 

Listen to Sir Wael.” “T ” Saachi wanted to speak, but James stopped her. 

Instantly, he placed a rune in Saachi’s body. 

When the rune entered her body, her power was immediately sealed. 

James knew that Saachi was strong. 

She only needed a second to break his seal. 

Quickly, he created more inscriptions and put them into her body, 
continuously sealing her power. 

“Sir Wael, hurry up and seal her power,” shouted James. 

Without hesitation, Wael began sealing Saachi. 

“Saachi, I’m sorry. 

I’m doing this for your own good. 

You’ve changed so much that even I can’t recognize you anymore. 

I need to resolve the Demonic Energy in your body and turn you from 
Salinese into Saachi. 

We don’t need to rush the revenge for now. 

Let’s settle down in the Tempris House and cultivate. 

One day, you will get to return to Aeternus District.” James felt sorry for 
Saachi. 



Saachi’s cultivation base was sealed. 

She closed her eyes, and tears rolled down her face. 

Looking at Wael, James asked, “What do we do now? Do we resolve the 
Demonic Energy and deny everything? Or should we shift the Demonic 
Energy to your body?” After thinking for a while, Wael answered, “It’s better to 
shift it to me.” Wael did not know if the five houses would work together. 

Waving his hands, he set up a time formation in the area. 

Then, he began using a secret art to shift the Demonic Energy in Saachi’s 
body to his. 

With his cultivation rank, it was easy for him to shift the Demonic Energy in 
Saachi’s body. 

A day passed in the outside world. 

Wael dispersed the time formation. 

The Demonic Energy in Saachi’s body had disappeared completely. 

Without the Demonic Energy, her power grew weak. 

Meanwhile, Wael’s appearance changed. 

The Demonic Energy in his body made him look evil. 

Nonetheless, he could suppress it. 

Patting James’ shoulder, Wael said, “I’ll leave the Tempris House to you. 

When I return, I hope to see a prosperous Tempris House.” In between words, 
Wael changed his appearance to look like Saachi before disappearing. 

After he left, the seal in Saachi’s body disappeared, and she could move. 

As she had lost her Spiritual Power, she fell to the ground powerlessly. 

Sitting on the ground, she mumbled, “All these years of efforts were for 
nothing.” Squatting down, James looked at Saachi and said, “You can start 
again slowly.” Clap, clap, clap. 



Claps sounded in the distance. 

James stood up and turned around. 

Waleria walked over to James and said, “I didn’t expect Wael of the Tempris 
House, who’s known to be wicked, to sacrifice himself for an irrelevant 
person.” 
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Wael had left the place disguised as Saachi. 

Thus, James needed to observe the situation outside. 

At that moment, many powerhouses were gathered in the sky outside the 
entrance of the Verde Academy. 

Although none of them were in the Chaos Rank, these powerhouses were 
overall the strongest in the Endlos’ Nine Districts. 

Even though Xuri had a large group of powerhouses with her, she could not 
barge into the Verde Academy. 

Her party could only wait patiently. 

Meanwhile, there were a bunch of living beings below. 

These living beings came to watch the fun. 

They did not expect powerhouses to siege the Tempris House before the 
succession ceremony. 

It was the first time someone was finding trouble with the Tempris House. 

“Pm right here.” Just then, a voice sounded loudly. 

Following the voice, a lady in a black dress appeared at the entrance of the 
Verde Academy. 

The lady was Wael, disguised as Saachi. 



“Xuri, this is a matter between the two of us. 

It has nothing to do with the Tempris House. 

I don’t want to trouble the Tempris House.” Then, her body disappeared. 

“Go after her.” At once, Xuri issued an order. 

After that, many powerhouses disappeared from the entrance of the Verde 
Academy. 

In the next second, they appeared in the Endlos Void outside the universe. 

“You came and left as you liked. 

What kind of place do you think the Verde Academy is? If you don’t leave 
something behind, how do you expect the Verde Academy to maintain a 
foothold in the Endlos’ Nine Districts?” A voice sounded from the Verde 
Academy. 

Then, a shadow flew out of the Verde Academy and headed toward Xuri. 

The shadow was formed by Lothar’s Spiritual Power. 

The shadow instantly caught up to Xuri. 

“Do you have a death wish?” Immediately, Yvan stood forward. 

Exuding a powerful aura, he thrust his palm forward. 

The shadow did the same. 

Both of their palms collided with each other. 

Boom! As the terrifying palm force collided, the Endlos Void became distorted, 
and countless cracks appeared. 

The size of the cracks increased continuously and became Spatial Black 
Holes. 

Instantly, Yvan’s body flew backward, and he spat out blood. 

In the meantime, the shadow continued going after Xuri. 



Taking a step, the shadow appeared behind Xuri and thrust out his palm. 

Xuri turned around and did the same. 

Once again, Xuri and Lothar’s palms collided. 

This time, the shadow flew away. 

On the other hand, Xuri could not help but stumble backward. 

She stumbled so hard that the Endlos Void behind her broke. 

As she stumbled, countless cracks appeared on her body. 

Nonetheless, she used her power to preserve her body, preventing more 
cracks from forming. 

In the main hall of the Verdett House, Lothar stayed still. 

The shadow entered Lothar’s body, and he could not help but fall backward. 

The walls of the hall behind him immediately shattered. 

Although the hall crumbled, it recovered immediately. 

Lothar also stabilized his body. 

With a grave expression, he said, “ She’s so strong. 

I believe she’s already entered the Chaos Rank.” Lothar had launched a 
forceful attack. 

Yvan took Lothar on first. 

Although Yvan was strong and in the Caelum Boundless Rank, he was 
weaker than Lothar. 

Meanwhile, Xuri and Lothar were rather on par. 

If they were to battle, he would have to pay a hefty price to defeat her. 

“are you alright?” In the main hall, many powerhouses asked worriedly. 
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fine.” James saw what happened. 

Yvan blocked Lothar’s attack. 

Even though Yvan suffered injuries afterward, he managed to block the 
attack. 

James was weighing the Yvan’s power. 

Even though James was in the Eternal Boundless Supreme Rank, based on 
the aura left from the battle, he was weaker than Yvan, let alone Lothar. 

Letting out a deep sigh, James mumbled, “I have a long way to go.” Wael left 
after absorbing Saachi’s Demonic Energy. 

Meanwhile, Xuri was going after Wael. 

The problem had come to an end. 

As for Wael’s safety, James was not worried. 

Wael was the Head of Tempris House. 

He was one of the strongest powerhouses in the academy. 

Even though his cultivation rank dropped, he was still powerful. 

At least, the powerhouses led by Xuri could not kill him. 

James turned to look at Waleria and Saachi. 

Powerlessly, Saachi sat on the ground. 

She appeared sad. 

Her many years of effort was in vain. 

“Don’t worry.” James squatted down and held Saachi’s hand before pulling 
her up. 



He said, “Take it easy. 

You’re safe now. 

You can cultivate in the Tempris House peacefully.” “Cultivate? How should I 
cultivate?” Saachi glanced at James. 

“My Dobro Eyes have been destroyed. 

I can only walk the path of the Damon Eyes. 

Now, not only was the power I absorbed from Xuri transferred away, but I also 
lost the Demonic Power I cultivated for so many years.” Upon hearing that, 
James frowned. 

Looking at Waleria, he asked, “Waleria, can you restore her Dobro Eyes?” 
Waleria looked at Saachi with interest. 

“Invincible Dobro Eyes, Saachi of the Aeternus District, I didn’t expect you to 
be the famous Dobro Eyes Holder of the nine districts.” Waleria knew about 
the Dobro Eyes. 

There were many legends in the Endlos’ Nine Districts. 

“Let me see.” Waleria approached Saachi and stared into her eyes. 

Saachi’s eyes were not devilish. 

Instead, they were clear and pure. 

Looking deep into Saachi’s eyes, Waleria saw several destroyed inscriptions. 

Although the inscriptions had previously been dispersed, they were forcefully 
regathered by the Demonic Energy. 

Now that the Demonic Energy was gone, the inscriptions dispersed once 
again. 

After learning about the situation, Waleria frowned. 

“She’s right. 

Her Dobro Eyes have been destroyed. 



I’m not sure if a Chaos Rank powerhouse can restore her Dobro Eyes with 
their power. 

At least, I can’t do it. 

However…” Waleria looked at James. 

“What is it? Tell me.” Waleria said, “You’ve researched about inscriptions 
before. 

If you can understand the inscriptions of the Dobro Eyes, you may be able to 
restore them.” Hearing that made James remember the Primal Mantra. 

He stared into Saachi’s eyes. 

Nonetheless, he could not see any inscriptions in her eyes. 

“T don’t see anything.” He could not help but look closer. 

James and Saachi were now only a few centimeters apart. 

Their faces almost touched. 

Saachi immediately felt the embarrassment creeping up. 

She could not help but blush and take a step backward. 

“Your cultivation rank isn’t high enough. 

You can’t see the inscriptions.” Waleria rained on James’ parade. 

James lost his enthusiasm upon hearing that. 

Glancing at James, Waleria said, “However, I can see them. 

I can deduce the broken inscriptions for you. 

You can study them and find a way to solve them.” “Let me become the head 
of the house first.” James patted Saachi’s shoulder. 

With a smile, he comforted, “ Don’t worry. 



We will restore your Dobro Eyes.” When Saachi heard James and Waleria’s 
words, she was once again filled with hope. 
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Verde Academy. 

The main house was the Verdett House. 

The others were Tempris, Zastra, Tactir, and Willow. 

Each house’s head was a peerless powerhouse of the Verde District. 

It was nearing the day of James’ promotion to the Head of Tempris House. 

James had completed the Supreme Illusion trial. 

According to the rules set by the founder of the Verde Academy, he was 
qualified to be the head of the house. 

Moreover, since he had cultivated the Verde Power, the living beings who 
once did not acknowledge him were starting to respect him. 

Nonetheless, there were still a few living beings who did not want James to 
become the Head of Tempris House. 

At the back of a spiritual mountain in the Tactir House, a middle- aged man 
was sitting in the main seat of the foyer in the manor. 

He wore a golden robe. 

He was a bit chubby. 

He had a round face and a black beard. 

He appeared to be troubled. 

“Father, you can’t let James head the Tempris House.” There was another 
man in the foyer. 

He looked around the age of thirty. 



The man in the golden robe, sitting in the main seat, was the Head of Tactir 
House, one of the Five Houses of the Verde Academy. 

He was one of the strongest powerhouses in the Verde Academy. 

He was extremely skilled. 

The man in the foyer continued, “We put in so much effort to ruin Wael’s 
reputation back then. 

Haven’t we waited and prepared for so long to drag Wael down from his 
position as the head of the house?” Billy Todd, the Head of Tactir House, had 
a grave expression. 

On the other hand, the man speaking before Billy was his son, an elder of the 
Tactir House. 

“What should we do?” Billy glanced at his son and said, “James passed the 
Supreme Illusion. 

Even the headmaster acknowledges his status as the Head of Tempris 
House. 

Besides, even though we tarnished Wael’s reputation in the past, he’s still 
powerful. 

Even with his mistakes, he would remain relevant among the five houses. 

With him backing James, James will succeed in becoming the Head of 
Tempris House.” “Father.” Softly, Qasim said, “I will keep watch over the 
Tempris House. 

Didn’t Yhala come to look for Salinese? I saw Salinese in the Tempris House. 

To protect her, Wael absorbed her Demonic Energy and changed his 
appearance to hers before leaving the Tempris House.” He paused before 
continuing, “Now, Wael has left the Tempris House. 

It will be easy for us to take James down.” when Billy heard that, his 
expression became heavy. 

Seeing that Billy was considering his words, Qasim said, “Father, if you want 
to occupy all five houses, you need to start from the Tempris House. 



If I become the Head of Tempris House, it will be easier for us to occupy the 
rest. 

In the future, we only need to weaken the power of the houses and occupy 
them.” “Let me think about it.” Billy waved his hand and said, “You may leave.” 
“yes, Father,” Qasim answered respectfully before leaving. 

James did not know that everything in the Tempris House was under the 
scrutiny of the other houses. 

He also did not know that there was another side to the story of Wael killing 
millions of disciples. 

Besides that, he had no idea people were targeting his position as the Head of 
Tempris House. 

At this moment, James was at the back of the Tempris House’s apex. 

He was sitting on the Boundless Rock with his legs crossed. 

After Wael left, the disciples of the Verdett House came to the Tempris House. 

They began decorating the apex of the Tempris House for the succession 
ceremony. 

Days flew by. 

In the blink of an eye, the day of James’ succession ceremony arrived. 

He was becoming the Head of Tempris House. 

In a manor at the back of the Tempris House’s apex, James was sitting in a 
chair. 

The only two female disciples of the Tempris House were also there. 

Sundeya was combing James’ hair. 

Meanwhile, Xenia was tidying his clothes. 

James was wearing a green robe. 

There was one word on the robe—Tempris. 



 


